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Abstract

Long form answers, consisting of multiple001
sentences, can provide nuanced and compre-002
hensive answers to a broader set of ques-003
tions. However, little prior work exists on004
this task. To better understand this com-005
plex task, we study the functional structure006
of long form answers on two datasets, Natu-007
ral Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) and008
ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019). Our main goal is009
to understand how humans organize informa-010
tion to craft complex answers. We develop011
an ontology of sentence-level functional roles012
for long form answers, and annotate 3.3k sen-013
tences in 542 examples. Our annotated data014
enables training a reliable role classifier that015
can be used for automatic analysis and thus016
reveals machine generated answers are struc-017
tured worse than human written answers. Our018
data further yields an extractive summariza-019
tion dataset for long form answers, giving020
models the ability to identify a concise answer021
to a complex query.022

1 Introduction023

While many information seeking questions can be024

answered by a short text span, requiring a short025

span answer significantly limits the types of ques-026

tions that can be addressed as well as the ex-027

tent of information that can be conveyed. Recent028

work (Fan et al., 2019; Krishna et al., 2021) ex-029

plored long form answers, where answers can be030

free-form texts consisting of multiple sentences.031

Their multi-sentence nature leads to interesting and032

nuanced discourse within the answers, where the033

answerer can provide information, hedge, explain,034

provide examples, point to other sources, and more.035

Answerers can flexibly structure and organize these036

elements to provide a coherent, concise answer.037

The complexity and flexibility of long form an-038

swers pose fresh challenges to the evaluation of039

long form question answering systems, in stark040

contrast to short span-based answers where match-041

Figure 1: An example of human written and machine
generated long-form answer to the same question, an-
notated with sentence level role. Both are fluent, yet
human written answer contains more relevant informa-
tion and clearer discourse structure, while the machine
generated answer contains more auxiliary information.

ing spans (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Joshi et al., 2017) 042

provides a reliable proxy. A recent study (Krishna 043

et al., 2021) demonstrated that automatic metrics 044

like ROUGE (Lin, 2004) are not meaningful for 045

this task and can be easily gamed. Our experiments 046

find that even reliable human preference testing is 047

challenging given the complexity of long form an- 048

swers, which motivates us to look into the discourse 049

structure of long form answers. 050

We take a linguistically informed approach with 051

the dual purpose of (a) to better understand the 052

structure of long form answers, and (b) to assist the 053

evaluation of long-form QA systems. By charac- 054

terizing the communicative functions of sentences 055

in long form answers (which we call roles),1 e.g., 056

signaling the organization of the answer, directly 057

answering the question, giving an example, pro- 058

viding background information, etc., we analyze 059

human-written, and machine-generated long form 060

answers. Furthermore, our framework combines 061

functional structures with the notion of information 062

1Functional structures have been studied in various other
domains (discussed in Sections 3 and 8).
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salience by designating a role for sentences that063

convey the main message of an answer.064

We collect annotations on two datasets,065

ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019) and Natural Questions (NQ)066

(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), which contains long067

form answers written by search users and from068

Wikipedia page respectively. In total, we provide069

fine-grained roles for 3.3K sentences (0.5K exam-070

ples) and coarse annotation for 6K sentences (1.3K071

examples). We also annotate a small number (94)072

of machine-generated answers from a state-of-the-073

art long form question answering system (Krishna074

et al., 2021) and provide rich analysis about their re-075

spective discourse structures. Our analysis demon-076

strates that studying answer structure can reveal077

a significant gap between machine-generated an-078

swers and human-written answers. We also present079

a competitive baseline model for automatic role080

classification, which performs on par with human081

agreement when trained with our annotated data.082

Lastly, our dataset yields a novel extractive summa-083

rization dataset, providing a benchmark for study-084

ing domain transfer in summarization and enabling085

QA models to provide concise answers to complex086

queries. We will release all our data and code at087

http://anonymous.co.088

2 Revisiting Human Evaluation of Long089

Form Answers090

Recent work (Krishna et al., 2021) dissected the091

evaluation of long form answers, showing the lim-092

itations of lexical matching based automatic met-093

rics. Given the flexibility of long form answers,094

they suggest human evaluation would be the most095

appropriate. Initial work (Fan et al., 2019) showed096

humans could differentiate good answers from bad097

answers. We further look into the reliability of hu-098

man evaluation in the context of improved model099

and multiple human written answers – Can humans100

consistently choose which long form answer is bet-101

ter than the other?102

We conduct A/B testing with the long form an-103

swers generated from a state-of-the-art LFQA sys-104

tem (Krishna et al., 2021) achieving a high ROUGE105

score (23.19), and human written answers (H).106

Their model uses passage retriever (Guu et al.,107

2020), and generates answers based on the retrieved108

passage with a routing transformer model (Roy109

et al., 2021). We look at answers generated from110

randomly retrieved passages (M-R) and answers111

generated from the top retrieved passage (M-P).112

We sample three types of pairs (H, H), (M-P, M- 113

R), (H, M-P), 50 pairs for each type. Given a pair 114

of answers, annotators are asked to choose among 115

four options—equally good, equally bad, prefer A, 116

prefer B. The annotators are linguistics undergrad- 117

uates, trained for our discourse task (Section 4). 118

We collect preferences from three annotators per 119

answer pair and compute inter annotator agreement. 120

The agreement is low across the board, with Fleiss 121

Kappa (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) value of 0.20 for 122

(H, H), 0.23 for (H, M-P), and 0.26 (M-P, M- 123

R).This shows that when both answers are fluent, 124

it is hard to conduct reliable humans A/B testing. 125

We empirically verify that evaluating long-form 126

answers is challenging even for humans, as sug- 127

gested by Krishna et al. (2021). Humans have 128

to evaluate the correctness and sufficiency of the 129

answer, as well as the quality of lengthy machine- 130

generated text (fluency, coherence, etc). This mo- 131

tivates us to study the discourse structure of long 132

form answers, with the focus of evaluating the qual- 133

ity of lengthy generated texts. 134

3 Defining Answer Discourse Structure 135

We study the discourse structure of long form an- 136

swers based on functional roles of sentences in 137

the paragraph. Functional structures characterize 138

the communicative role a linguistic unit plays; as 139

such, they vary across genres as the goals of com- 140

munication also vary. In scientific or technical 141

articles, these roles can be background, method, 142

findings (Kircz, 1991; Liddy, 1991; Mizuta et al., 143

2006), while in news, they can be main event or 144

anecdotes (Van Dijk, 2013; Choubey et al., 2020). 145

These structures are related to, though dis- 146

tinct from, coherence discourse structures (Hobbs, 147

1985). The latter characterizes how each unit (e.g., 148

adjacent clauses or sentences) relates to others 149

through semantic relations such as temporal, causal, 150

etc.; such structures can be trees that hierarchically 151

relate adjacent units (Mann and Thompson, 1988) 152

or graphs (Lascarides and Asher, 2008). In con- 153

trast, functional roles describe how information is 154

organized to serve the communication goal, in our 155

case, providing the answer. Functional roles will 156

not only inform theoretically-motivate research in 157

long form question answering, but also as we show 158

in Section 5, reflect the quality of answers depend- 159

ing on how humans and models can understand the 160

roles in an answer sentence. 161

We developed our ontology from long form an- 162
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Role Why does salt bring out the flavor in most foods?

Org. Salt does a couple of things that add to the flavor of
foods.

Sum. First off, it makes things salty.

Ans. That sounds simplistic, but salt is one of the 5 basic
tastes, so it tends to taste good simply all by itself.

Sum. Secondly, salt will lessen sensitivity to other
tastes, especially bitter.

Ans.
This is somewhat true of all the tastes, but adding
salt will balance out a dish and not let one taste
overpower the others.

Sum. Thirdly, it’s been shown to increase that aro-
matic effects of many types of food.

Ans

A good deal of your "taste" of a food actually comes
from the smell of that food (which is why things
tend to taste so bland when you nose is congested,
like when you have the flu).

Table 1: An example of question answer pair from
ELI5 dataset, annotated with sentence-level role.

swers in online community forum (subreddit Ex-163

plain Like I’m Five (ELI5)), hence answers in dif-164

ferent domains (e.g., textbooks) can contain roles165

beyond our ontology. We describe our six sentence-166

level discourse roles for long form answers here:167

Answer-Summary (Sum), Answer (Ans). An168

answer sentence directly addresses the question.169

Here we distinguish between the the main content170

of the answer (henceforth answer summary) vs. sen-171

tences which explain or elaborate on the summary,172

shown in Table 1. The summaries play a more173

salient role than non-summary answer sentences,174

and can often suffice by themselves as the answer175

to the question. This is akin to argumentation struc-176

ture that hierarchically arranges main claims and177

supporting arguments (Peldszus and Stede, 2013),178

and news structure that differentiates between main179

vs. supporting events (Van Dijk, 2013).180

Organizational sentences (Org.) Rather than181

conveying information of the answer, the major182

role of an organizational sentence is to inform the183

reader how the answer will be structured. We found184

two main types of such sentences; the first signals185

an upcoming set of items of parallel importance:186

[A]: There are a few reasons candidates with “no187
chance" to win keep running. 1) They enjoy cam-188
paigning[...]189

The other type indicates that part of the answer is190

upcoming amidst an established flow; in the exam-191

ple below, the answerer used a hypophora:192

[A]: It might actually be a mosquito bite. I find the odd193
mosquito in my house in the winter from time to time,194
and I’m in Canada.[...] So why does it happen more195
often when you shower? It’s largely because [...]196

Examples (Ex.) Often people provide examples 197

in answers; these are linguistically distinct from 198

other answer sentences in the sense that they are 199

more specific towards a particular entity, concept, 200

or situation. This pattern of language specificity 201

can also be found in example-related discourse re- 202

lations (Louis and Nenkova, 2011; Li and Nenkova, 203

2015), or through entity instantiation (MacKinlay 204

and Markert, 2011): 205

[Q]: What is it about electricity that kills you? 206
[A]: [...] For example, static electricity consists of 207
tens of thousands of volts, but basically no amps. [...] 208

We found that examples in human answers are often 209

not signaled explicitly, and often contain hypotheti- 210

cal situations: 211

[Q]: Were major news outlets established with political 212
bias or was it formed over time? 213
[A]: [...]This is impossible due to the problem of “an- 214
choring.” Consider a world where people on the 215
right want the tax rate to be 1% lower and people 216
on the left want the tax rate to be 1% higher[...] 217

Auxiliary information (Aux.) These sentences 218

provide information that are related to what is dis- 219

cussed in the answer, but not asked in the ques- 220

tion. It could be background knowledge that the 221

answerer deemed necessary or helpful, e.g., 222

[Q]: Why is it better to use cloning software instead of 223
just copying and pasting the entire drive? 224
[A]: When you install an operating system, it sets 225
up what’s called a master file table, which [...] are 226
important for the OS to work properly. [...] Simply 227
copy-pasting files doesn’t copy either of these, meaning 228
if you want to back up an OS installation you should 229
clone the disk instead. 230

or related content that extends the question, e.g., 231

[Q]: what is the difference between mandi and kabsa? 232
[A]: [...] A popular way of preparing meat is called 233
mandi. [...] Another way of preparing and serving 234
meat for kabsa is mathbi , where seasoned meat is 235
grilled on flat stones that are placed on top of burn- 236
ing embers. 237

Notably, the removal of auxiliary information 238

would still leave the answer itself intact. 239

Miscellaneous (Misc.) We observe various roles 240

that, although less frequent, show up consistently 241

in human answers. These include sentences that 242

acknowledge the limitation of the answer or spec- 243

ify the scope of the answer; describe the original 244

source of the answer; express sentiment about the 245

question or the answer; and refer to other answers 246

in the platform (examples can be found in A.2.1). 247

We group them into a miscellaneous role. 248
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Data Validity Summary Role

NQ 263 (1494) 202 (1077) 131 (698)
ELI5 1035 (6575) 834 (5400) 411 (2674)

Total 1298 (8069) 1036 (6477) 542 (3372)

Table 2: Data Statistics. The first number in each cell
corresponds to the number of long form answers, and
the second number represents the number of sentences.

4 Data and Annotation249

4.1 Source Datasets250

We use two existing datasets with long form an-251

swers: ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019) and Natural Ques-252

tions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). To make annota-253

tion task manageable, we filter answers with more254

than 15 sentences and those with less than 3 sen-255

tences, removing about 40% of examples.256

ELI5 ELI5 presents QA pairs where question257

and answers are constructed from the Reddit fo-258

rum,2 and has been used as the main dataset for259

long form QA research (Jernite, 2020; Krishna260

et al., 2021). In addition to answers in the origi-261

nal datasets, we annotate small amount of machine262

generated answers from Krishna et al. (2021). We263

discuss this data in Section 5 separately; analyses264

in this section do not include this data.265

Natural Questions (NQ) NQ contains questions266

from Google search queries, which is then anno-267

tated with span-based answers or paragraph level268

answers from Wikipedia passages. In open retrieval269

setting, NQ has been exclusively used for its short270

span based answers (Lee et al., 2019), removing271

questions with paragraph level answers. We iden-272

tify NQ contains fair amount of complex queries,273

and repurpose it to study long form answers for the274

first time. Many NQ questions can be answered275

with a short entity (e.g., how many episodes in sea-276

son 2 breaking bad?), but many others questions277

require paragraph length answer (e.g., what does278

the word china mean in chinese?). This provides279

complementary answers compared to ELI5 dataset,280

as answers are not written specifically for the ques-281

tions but harvested from pre-written Wikipedia282

paragraphs. Thus, this simulates scenarios where283

machines retrieve paragraphs that can serve as an-284

swers instead of generating them.3285

2https://www.reddit.com/r/explainlikeimfive/
3We perform additional filtering for NQ question to iden-

tify complex questions. Details can be found in A.3

QA Pair Validity Upon manual inspection, we 286

found in the datasets some long form answers do 287

not address the question, as identified in the ELI5 288

paper (Fan et al., 2019) which reports 10% of an- 289

swers to be insufficient. We further remove ex- 290

amples where questions are nonsensical or have 291

presuppositions rejected by the answer; and for 292

simplicity, cases with more than one sub-questions 293

in the question (e.g., what Tor is, and why everyone 294

praises it as the king of proxies?). During our anno- 295

tation, annotators first determine the validity of the 296

QA pair, and proceed to discourse annotation only 297

if they consider the QA pair valid. Details about 298

invalid QA pair identified is in A.2.2.4 299

4.2 Annotation 300

Annotators We collect annotations via two chan- 301

nels: US-based crowdsource workers on Amazon 302

Mechanical Turk and undergraduate students ma- 303

joring in linguistics, who are native speakers in 304

English. We aimed to collect all data from crowd- 305

sourcing, but making fine-grained role distinction 306

is challenging for untrained annotators. However, 307

they can reliably identify valid QA pairs and sen- 308

tences serving the Answer-Summary role. Thus, we 309

rely on crowdworkers to identify valid QA pairs 310

and summary sentences for each valid answer. To- 311

tal of 29 crowdworkers worked on our task. 312

Our six undergraduate students then provided 313

fine-grained role annotations (including summary) 314

for a subset of QA pairs annotated as valid by 315

crowdworkers. We first qualified and then provided 316

training materials to both groups of annotators. The 317

annotation guideline can be found in A.4. We pay 318

crowd workers $0.5 per example, and our under- 319

graduate annotators $13 / hour. 320

Annotated Data Table 2 presents the data statis- 321

tics. We collected validity and summary annota- 322

tions for over 1K answers through crowdsourcing, 323

and fine-grained role annotations for about half of 324

them. As our tasks are complex and somewhat 325

subjective, we collected three way annotations. 326

We consider a QA pair valid if all annotated it as 327

valid, and invalid if more than two annotated it as 328

invalid. If two annotators considered valid, we col- 329

lect one additional annotation and consider it valid 330

if and only if the additional annotator marked it as 331

4The categories are not mutually exclusive, and we let
annotators to pick any of them when an example belongs to
multiple categories.
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Data Validity Summary Role
3 2 1 Answer Summary Auxiliary Example Org Misc

NQ 77% 17% 10% 15% 21% 35% 39% 5% 0.4% 0.1%
ELI5 80% 12% 11% 16% 30% 28% 18% 13% 1% 10%

Table 3: Data statistics. The first column represent the number of answers identified as valid (and percentage over
all examples in corresponding datasets). The second column set represents the number of sentences identified as
the summary sentence. The column count represents the number of annotators who chose that sentence as the
summary sentence. The remaining column represents the proportion of each role in respective datasets.

Sum Ans Aux Ex Misc Org

Sum

Ans

Aux

Ex

Misc

Org

0.7 0.2 0.1 0 0 0

0.3 0.4 0.2 0 0 0

0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 0

0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6 0 0

0 0 0.1 0.1 0.8 0

0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of role annotations.

valid.5 We consider the majority role (i.e. chosen332

by two or more than two annotators) as the gold333

label. When all annotators chose different roles,334

they resolved the disagreement through adjudica-335

tion. We report inter-annotator agreement before336

the adjudication.337

Inter-annotator Agreement We find modest to338

high agreement for all annotation tasks: For crowd-339

workers, Fleiss Kappa was 0.53 for summary an-340

notation, 0.51 for validity annotation. For student341

annotators, Fleiss Kappa was 0.45 for six-way role342

annotation and 0.52 for summary annotation.343

Analysis Table 3 summarizes the label distribu-344

tion. The proportion of valid QA pairs is similar345

between the two datasets, yet the role distribution346

varies significantly. Figure 2 shows the confusion347

matrix between pairs of annotations, with the num-348

bers normalized by row. We observe frequent con-349

fusion between answer vs. answer-summary, and350

answer vs. auxiliary information.351

Around half of the sentences serve roles other352

than directly answering the questions, such as pro-353

viding auxiliary information or giving an example.354

NQ shows higher proportion of auxiliary informa-355

tion, as the paragraphs are written independent of356

the questions and no miscellaneous sentences.357

Figure 3 presents the distribution of each role358

per its relative location in the answer. Organiza-359

tional sentences typically locate at the beginning360

of the answer, examples often in the middle, with361

5The validity agreement improves to 0.70 after re-
annotation process.

an increasing portion of auxiliary information to- 362

wards the end. Despite the significant differences 363

in the proportion of different discourse roles, the 364

positioning of the roles is similar across NQ and 365

ELI5. We also note a lead bias, as many summary 366

sentences are found at the beginning of the answer. 367

5 Discourse Structure of Machine 368

Generated Answers 369

Having observed that humans can reliably assign 370

discourse roles to sentences in (human-written) 371

long form answers, we investigate the discourse 372

structure of machine generated answers. We look 373

into machine generated answers in our initial A/B 374

testing (Section 2) and label them with the same 375

annotation process. These machine generated an- 376

swers report automatic score (ROUGE-L: 22.74) 377

comparable to that of human written answers we 378

annotate for role (ROUGE-L: 22.2). 379

We collect validity annotation on 94 machine 380

generated answers, and 42 are considered invalid, 381

among which 40 of them are marked as “no valid 382

answer” by at least one annotator and 29 are 383

marked as so by at least two annotators, suggesting 384

that generated answers can achieve high automatic 385

score without answering the question.6 386

We proceed to collect sentence-level role anno- 387

tations on 52 valid generated long form answers. 388

For the answer role annotation, the annotators dis- 389

agree substantially more as compared to the human- 390

written answers, with a Fleiss kappa of 0.31 (vs. 391

0.45 for human-written answers), suggesting that 392

the discourse structure of machine generated an- 393

swers are less clear, even to our trained annotators. 394

The answer role distribution of machine gen- 395

erated answers is very different from that of the 396

human written answers (Figure 4). Machine gen- 397

erated answers contain more sentences which pro- 398

vide auxiliary information, and fewer summary sen- 399

6The Fleiss’s kappa of QA pair validity is 0.36, substan-
tially lower than the agreement on human written answers
(0.51) while annotated by the same set of annotators.
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Figure 3: Answer role distribution by the relative position of the sentence in the answer (Left: ELI5, Right: NQ)

Sum Ans Aux Ex
Disagreed Misc Org

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.26 0.26

0.17

0.12

0.09 0.09

0.01

0.18

0.27
0.28

0.09

0.14

0.04

0

human
model

Figure 4: Annotated role distribution of model gener-
ated v.s. human written answers for ELI5 dataset, de-
noted by % sentence.

tences. We also include the portion of “disagreed”400

sentences where all three annotators chose different401

roles, which again shows that annotators find the402

discourse roles of generated sentences confusing.403

This suggests that model generated answers, de-404

spite having high ROUGE scores, is ill-structured.405

6 Automatic Discourse Analysis406

With the dataset we collected on human written407

answers, we study how easy it is for models to408

identify discourse roles for each answer sentence409

in a valid QA pair.7 Such a model can enable410

automatic discourse analysis on long form answers.411

Task / Data / Metric Given a question q and412

its long form answer consisting of sentences413

s1, s2...sn, the goal is to assign each answer sen-414

tence si one of the six roles defined in Section 3.415

We randomly split the long form answers in our416

role annotations into train, validation and test sets417

with a 70%/15%/15% split. We set apart role an-418

notations for machine generated answers and use419

those for testing only.420

We report accuracy with respect to the majority421

role label (or adjudicated one, if majority doesn’t422

exist) (Acc), match on any label from any annotator423

(Match-Any), and Macro-F1 of the six roles.424

Lower bounds We present two simple baselines425

to provide lower bounds: (1) Majority: We pre-426

7We do not automatically classify QA pair validity, as it
requires in-depth world knowledge which is beyond the scope
of our study.

dict the most frequent labels in the training data: 427

Answer-Summary. (2) Summary-lead: We predict 428

first two sentences as Answer-Summary, and the 429

rest of the sentences as Answer. 430

Classification Models We use the [CLS] token 431

from RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) which encodes 432

[question <q> ans1 ... <start> ansi <end> ...], 433

where ansi encodes the ith sentence in the answer. 434

The model is trained to predict one of the six roles 435

for ansi. The model encodes different sentences 436

in the same answer separately. 437

Seq2Seq We use two variations (base, large) of 438

T5 (Raffel et al., 2019), which take the concatena- 439

tion of question and answer, and output the roles for 440

each sentence sequentially. We fine-tune the model 441

on our role dataset, by setting the input sequence 442

to be [question [1] ans1 [2] ans2 ...], where ansi 443

denotes the ith sentence in the answer. The target 444

output sequence is set to [[1] role1 [2] role2 [3]...], 445

where rolei is the corresponding role for ansi. 446

Human performance We provide two approxi- 447

mations for human performance: upperbound (u) 448

and lowerbound (l). (1) HUMAN (U): We compare 449

each individual annotator’s annotation with the ma- 450

jority label. This inflates human performance as 451

one’s own judgement affected the majority label. 452

(2) HUMAN (L): We compare pairs of annotation 453

and calculate average F1 and accuracy of all pairs. 454

For Match-any, we compute the match for each 455

annotation against the other two annotations. 456

Result: Human Written Answers Table 4 re- 457

ports overall results and Table 5 reports results per 458

each role. T5-large, pre-trained on a large amount 459

of data, shows noticeable gains compared to simple 460

baselines, and is the closest to HUMAN (U). We 461

find Miscellaneous, Example and Summary roles 462

are easier to identify compared to Answer and Aux- 463

iliary Information, which are often confused with 464

each other for the annotators as well. 465

Results: Machine Generated Answers We 466

evaluate our role classifier on the machine gener- 467

ated answers that we annotated, and found that both 468
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System Acc Match-Any Macro F1

Majority class 0.30/0.29 0.42/0.44 0.08/0.07
Summary-lead 0.34/0.35 0.57/0.55 0.14/0.15
RoBERTa 0.47/0.48 0.68/0.66 0.46/0.43
T5-base 0.55/0.53 0.74/0.71 0.52/0.54
T5-large 0.57/0.57 0.78/0.76 0.58/0.57

Human (l) 0.58/0.57 0.75/0.74 0.62/0.56
Human (u) 0.77/0.77 1.00 0.79/0.74

Table 4: Role identification result on validation and test
answer sentences, presented as (val result/test result).

System Ans Sum Aux Ex Org Msc

RoBERTa 0.38 0.57 0.43 0.56 0.07 0.61
T5-base 0.45 0.56 0.47 0.59 0.42 0.74
T5-large 0.46 0.58 0.52 0.71 0.35 0.80
Human (l) 0.47 0.67 0.54 0.67 0.36 0.77
Human (u) 0.71 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.54 0.87

Table 5: Per role F1 score on the test set.

RoBERTa (Acc: 0.43; Match-Any: 0.60; Macro F1:469

0.35) and T5-large model (Acc: 0.50; Match-Any:470

0.68; Macro F1: 0.42) report worse performance471

as compared to human written answers in test set.472

This echoes our observation that humans agree less473

when annotating machine generated answers.474

Usecase: Role Model Uncertainty We further475

look into whether uncertainty of the model can476

be used as a proxy to detect poorly organized dis-477

course structure.8 Our trained role classifier is478

less certain when predicting the roles for machine479

generated sentences (average entropy on human-480

written evaluation data / machine-generated answer481

sentences: 0.81/0.97). Similar to our manual analy-482

sis (Section 5), automatic analysis from role clas-483

sifier sets machine generated answers apart from484

human written answers.485

We plot sentences grouped by their predicted486

distribution entropy (x-axis) and human agreement487

(i.e., how many annotators selected the same role488

during annotation). Figure 5 shows, consistently489

across human-generated and machine-generated490

answers, that the more human annotators agree,491

the lower the classification prediction entropy. This492

shows that role model entropy can be used to reflect493

the quality of machine-generated answers without494

a reference answer, although it wouldn’t evaluate495

the correctness of the answers.496

8We use RoBERTa for this analysis for simplicity of calcu-
lating prediction entropy.
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Figure 5: Distribution of role model (RoBERTa) predic-
tion entropy grouped by human agreement on role label
(Left: human written answers (test set), Right: machine
generated answer. y: # sentence, x: role label entropy).

7 Summarizing Long Form Answers 497

Lastly, we repurpose our role annotation dataset to 498

summarize long form answers. Finding key sen- 499

tences from long form answers has a practical ap- 500

peal as users prefer concise answers (Choi et al., 501

2021). Our role annotations yield an extractive 502

summarization dataset with 1K answer paragraphs 503

in a new domain of long form answers, with 2.5 504

sentences marked as summary by one or more an- 505

notators. 506

Task / Data / Metric Given a question q and 507

its long form answer consisting of sentences 508

s1, s2, ...sn, the goal is identifying a subset of sen- 509

tences which can summarize the long form answer. 510

We merge the answer paragraphs from two 511

datasets and randomly split them into train, valida- 512

tion and test sets with a 70%/15%/15% split.9 We 513

use all three annotations as gold summary during 514

both training and evaluation, which yields a sum- 515

marization dataset with multiple references. We 516

therefore report weighted precision, recall and F1 517

scores (Xu et al., 2016). The precise definition of 518

our weighted metric can be found in A.6. 519

Lower Bounds We present two simple baselines, 520

all taking a fixed number of sentences per para- 521

graph, chosen from [1, 2, 3] based on the perfor- 522

mance on validation set. (1) RANDOM: A random 523

set of three answer sentences (2) LEAD: The lead 524

three sentences of the paragraph. 525

Models We use an extractive summarization 526

model (PreSumm) (Liu and Lapata, 2019) trained 527

on the CNN/DailyMail dataset. PreSumm uses 528

BERT to encode a document and outputs a score 529

for each sentence to determine whether it belongs 530

to the summary or not. We select the threshold 531

of the score based on results on the validation set. 532

We present results on the original model and the 533

9We keep the split aligned with that of the role dataset.
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System P R F1

Random 0.36/0.35 0.57/0.58 0.46/0.44
Lead 0.41/0.42 0.65/0.69 0.50/0.52
PreSumm 0.47/0.45 0.61/0.58 0.53/0.51
PreSumm-f 0.47/0.47 0.80/0.79 0.59/0.59
T5-sum 0.61/0.57 0.78/0.79 0.68/0.66
Human (a) 0.64∗ 0.89∗ 0.74∗

Human (m) 0.82∗ 0.71∗ 0.76∗

Table 6: Summary identification result on validation
and test answer paragraphs, presented as (val result/test
result). ∗Human number is computed on a subset.

same model finetuned with our data. We use T5534

to identify summary sentences as in role classifi-535

cation, only changing the categories from six-way536

roles to binary label.537

Human performance We approximate human538

performance with role annotation. Considering 3-539

way crowdsourced label as gold, we compute per-540

formance of summary annotation mapped from the541

role annotation by undergraduate annotators. We542

report results from two sets of summary sentences:543

(1) HUMAN (M): the set of sentence annotated as544

"Answer-Summary" by more than one annotator.545

(2) HUMAN (A): the set of sentence annotated as546

"Answer-Summary" by any annotator.547

Result Table 6 reports results on summary task.548

Lead baseline shows strong performances as was in549

other domains. The model trained on CNN/Daily550

mail dataset (Hermann et al., 2015) outperforms551

lead baseline slightly, but falls behind the model552

fine-tuned on our dataset. The T5 model fine-tuned553

on our summary dataset performs the best. The554

results suggests a significant domain difference be-555

tween newswire text (where lead is more promi-556

nent (Liu and Lapata, 2019)) and long form an-557

swers. Thus, our dataset could support future re-558

search in extractive summarization across domains.559

8 Related Work560

Discourse structure. Our work is closely related561

to functional structures defined through content562

types explored in other domains; prior work has563

affirmed the usefulness of these structures in down-564

stream NLP tasks. In news, Choubey et al. (2020)565

adopted Van Dijk (2013)’s content schema cata-566

loging events (e.g., main event, anecdotal), which567

they showed to improve the performance of event568

coreference resolution. In scientific writing, con-569

tent types (e.g., background, methodology) are570

shown to be useful for summarization (Teufel and571

Moens, 2002; Cohan et al., 2018), information ex- 572

traction (Mizuta et al., 2006; Liakata et al., 2012), 573

and information retrieval (Kircz, 1991; Liddy, 574

1991). The discourse structure of argumentative 575

texts (e.g., support, rebuttal) (Peldszus and Stede, 576

2013; Becker et al., 2016; Stab and Gurevych, 577

2017) has also been applied on argumentation min- 578

ing. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work 579

has studied the discourse structure of long-form 580

answers. 581

Question Answering. Recent work (Cao and 582

Wang, 2021) have investigated the ontology of 583

questions, which includes comparison questions, 584

verification questions, judgement questions, etc. 585

We construct the ontology of functional roles of 586

answer sentences. One of the roles in our ontol- 587

ogy is summary, yielding an extractive summa- 588

rization dataset. This shares motivation with a 589

line of work studying query-focused summariza- 590

tion (Xu and Lapata, 2020). Lastly, our work 591

build up on two datasets containing long form an- 592

swers (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019) 593

and extends the analysis of long form answers from 594

earlier studies (Krishna et al., 2021). 595

9 Conclusion 596

We present a linguistically motivated study of long 597

form answers. We find humans employ various 598

strategies – introducing sentences laying out the 599

structure of the answer, proposing hypothetical and 600

real examples, and summarizing main points – to 601

organize information. Our study also reveals defi- 602

cient discourse structures of machine-generated an- 603

swers, showing potential for using discourse anal- 604

ysis to assist in evaluating long form answers in 605

multiple ways. For instance, highlighting summary 606

sentence(s) or sentence-level discourse role could 607

be helpful for human evaluators to dissect long 608

form answers, whose length has been found to be 609

challenging for human evaluation (Krishna et al., 610

2021). Trained role classifier can also evaluate 611

the discourse structure of machine-generated an- 612

swers. Future work can explore using sentences 613

belonging to the summary role to design evalua- 614

tion metrics that focuses on the core parts of the 615

answer (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004), for as- 616

sessing the correctness of generated the answer. 617

Exploring controllable generation, such as encour- 618

aging models to provide summaries or examples, 619

would be another exciting avenue for future work. 620
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A Appendix 789

A.1 Human A/B Testing 790

We present the agreement for our human evalua- 791

tion in Table 7, as well as agreement with prior 792

study (Krishna et al., 2021), by calculating agree- 793

ment for 4-way annotations, including their human 794

evaluation. 795

A.2 Examples 796

A.2.1 Miscellaneous Roles 797

Some sentences specify the limitation of the an- 798

swer: 799

[Q]: Why are there such drastic differences in salaries 800
between different countries? 801
[A]: I’m going to avoid discussing service industries, 802
because[...] I’m mostly talking tech. [...] 803

Some sentences mainly state where the answer 804

came from, e.g., 805

[Q]: Why Does a thermostat require the user to switch 806
between heat and cool modes, as opposed to just setting 807
the desired temperature? 808
[A]: The person who installed my heat pump (which 809
has all three modes) explained this to me. [...] 810

or pointing to other resources: 811

[Q]: Why did Catholicism embrace celibacy and why 812
did Protestantism reject it? 813
[A]: raskhistorians has a few excellent discussions 814
about this. [...] 815

Answerers also express sentiment: 816

[Q]: Why did Catholicism embrace celibacy and why 817
did Protestantism reject it? 818
[A]: Good God, the amount of misinformation up- 819
voted is hurting. [...] 820

A.2.2 Invalid QA 821

We provide definitions, as well as examples of each 822

invalid QA types. Table 9 elaborates samples iden- 823

tified as invalid during our annotation. 824

No valid answer The answer paragraph doesn’t 825

provide a valid answer to the question. 826

[Q]: How does drinking alcohol affect your ability to 827
lose weight? 828
[A]: Alcohol itself is extremely calorically 829
dense.Doesn’t really matter whether you’re drinking a 830
light beer or shots, alcohol itself has plenty of calories. 831
Just think of every three shots as eating a mcdouble, 832
with even less nutritional value. 833
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A/B # Kappa Kappa (prior)

Human / Pred 49 0.23 0.24
Random / Pred 49 0.26 0.30
Human / Human 50 0.20 -
Total 148 0.36 -

Table 7: A/B testing results. The second column is the
number of answer pairs/

when did the temperance movement begin in the united
states
what are the ingredients in chili con carne
is pink rock salt the same as sea salt

why is muharram the first month of the islamic calendar
what qualifies a citizen in the han dynasty to hold a
government job
what is the difference between cheddar and american
cheese

Table 8: Examples of NQ long questions classified as
factoid (top) v.s. non-factoid (bottom).

Nonsensical question The question is nonsensi-834

cal and it is unclear what is asked.835

[Q]: asia vs rest of the world cricket match836
837

Multiple questions asked More than one ques-838

tion are asked in the question sentence.839

[Q]: what is a limpet and where does it live840
841

Assumptions in the question rejected The an-842

swer focuses on rejecting assumptions in the ques-843

tion, without answering the question.844

[Q]: Why is it that as we get older, we are able to handle845
eating hotter foods846
[A]: I’m not sure I accept the premise.Children in cul-847
tures where spicy food is common, think nothing of848
it.My nephews had no problem eating hot peppers when849
they were very young because it was just a normal part850
of their diet.[...]851

A.2.3 Role annotation852

We include example role annotations in Table 10.853

A.3 Implementation Details854

We use pytorch-transformers Wolf et al.855

(2019) to implement our classification models. The856

hyperparameters are manually searched by the au-857

thors.858

Question classification model A difficulty in re-859

purposing NQ is that not all questions with para-860

graph answers actually need multiple sentences. To861

identify such complex questions, we built a simple862

Reason NQ ELI5

No valid answer 15% 10%
Nonsensical question 1% 0.4%
Multiple questions asked 9% 4%
Assumptions in the question rejected 2% 9%

Table 9: Different reasons for invalid question answer
pairs and their frequency in the two datasets.

BERT-based classifier, trained to distinguish NQ 863

questions with short answers (i.e., less than five 864

tokens) and ELI5 questions. 865

For the question classification model, we use 866

the [CLS] token from BERT model to perform 867

prediction. We use the original split from the 868

ELI5 dataset, and split the NQ open’s valida- 869

tion set into val and test set. We fine-tuned the 870

bert-base-uncasedmodel for 3 epochs, with 871

an initial learning rate of 5e− 5 and batch size of 872

32.We use the model with the highest validation F1 873

as the question classifier, which achieves F1 of 0.97 874

and 0.94 on validation and test set respectively. We 875

then run this classifier to select the non factoid ques- 876

tions from NQ questions with long form answers, 877

which classifies around 10%, out of the 27,752 NQ 878

long questions as non-factoid. Examples are in 879

Table 8. 880

Role classification model For RoBERTa clas- 881

sification model, we use the roberta-large 882

model. The training batch size is set to 64, with 883

initial learning rate as 5e − 5. The model is opti- 884

mized with AdamW optimizer and a linear learning 885

rate schedule. We train the model for 10 epochs 886

and report result of the model with best validation 887

accuracy, averaged across three different random 888

seeds. 889

For Seq2Seq T5 models, we limit the in- 890

put/output to be 512/128 tokens. For evaluating 891

the predicted roles, we parse the output string and 892

only take the first k roles into account, k being the 893

number of sentences in the answer paragraph. If the 894

model predicted less than k roles, we pad a dummy 895

role for the remaining sentences. We finetune the 896

model with batch size of 16 and initial learning 897

rate of 1e− 4, with AdamW optimizer and a linear 898

learning rate schedule. We train the model for 30 899

epoches and report result of the model with best 900

validation accuracy, averaged across three different 901

random seeds. 902

Summary Identification model For the Pre- 903

Summ model, we fine-tune by continuing training 904
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(a) Question: What are the benefits of marriage in the U.S.? Role Sum
I think one of the biggest ones is that your spouse becomes your legal ’next of kin’, meaning you
can make medical decisions for them, own their property after they die, etc. Answer X

If you aren’t married you are not legally a part of that person’s life, so any legal or medical
decisions would be up to the parents of that individual. Answer

That’s why marriage equality was important a few years ago. Auxiliary
If someone was with their partner for 15 years and then suddenly dropped dead, their partner had
better hope their in-laws liked them or even supported the partnership in the first place. Example

If not, the parents could just take the house and all the money (provided the person didn’t have a
will). Example

There are probably other benefits, but I think this is one of the big ones.. Answer

(b) Question: what is the difference of purple and violet Role Sum
Purple is a color intermediate between blue and red . Answer
It is similar to violet , but unlike violet , which is a spectral color with its own wavelength on the
visible spectrum of light , purple is a composite color made by combining red and blue . Answer X

According to surveys in Europe and the U.S. , purple is the color most often associated with
royalty , magic , mystery , and piety .

Auxiliary Infor-
mation

When combined with pink , it is associated with eroticism , femininity , and seduction . Auxiliary Infor-
mation

Table 10: Question paired with their paragraph level answer. Each sentence in a paragraph level answer is annotated
with its role and whether they consists summary or not. (a) is from ELI5 dataset, (b) is from NQ dataset.

from the checkpoint of BertSumExt, following905

the original set up from the paper.906

For the T5 model, we use the same hyper-907

paramters as the role classification models.908

For both setup, we report the results on the model909

with highest validation macro F1.910

A.4 Annotation Interface911

Figure 6 is the annotation guideline presented to912

the annotators (we present Step 1 and Step 3 for913

crowdworkers, Step 2 and Step 3 for student anno-914

tators). We didn’t capture the extended example915

section here due to space.916

Figure 7 and 8 are screenshots of the annotation917

interface.918

A.5 Role classification experiment results919

A.5.1 Per-role metrics920

We report detailed per-role metrics for validation921

and test set in Table 12.922

A.5.2 Experiments on RoBERTa models923

We report additional experiments (Table 13 and924

Table 14) that we have conducted with RoBERTa925

model, with several variations of the input data. We926

follow the same experiment set up mentioned in927

Section A.3.928

• Answer sentence only (Ans): This model takes929

the answer sentence as the input. (i.e. ansi for930

the ith sentence in the answer).931

• Question, Answer sentence (Ans-q): This932

model takes the answer sentence with question933

preppended as input. (i.e. [question <q> ansi] 934

for the ith sentence in the answer). 935

• Answer context (Context): This model takes 936

the whole answer paragraph as input, with spe- 937

cial tokens indicating the sentence being classi- 938

fied. (i.e. [ans1 ... <start> ansi <end> ...] for 939

the ith sentence in the answer). 940

• Question, Answer context (Context-q): This 941

model takes the whole answer paragraph with 942

question preppended as input. This is the setting 943

we reported in Section 6. 944

A.6 Summary Identification Evaluation 945

Metric 946

We report weighted precision, recall and F1 scores 947

between system selected summary sentences 948

and ground truth annotation, which consists of 949

(si, wi, yi), where wi is the weight and yi is the 950

label. If none of the annotator select si as a 951

summary, yi is 0 and wi is 3 (all three annotators 952

agree that this is not a summary). Otherwise, wi 953

equals to the number of annotators who selected 954

sentence si as summary sentence and yi is 1. 955

Assuming model predicts binary decision on 956

whether si belongs to summary or not, denoted 957

as ŷi, we compute weighted TP , FP , TN and 958

FN . Using TP as an example, we calculate it by 959

TP =
∑

si
wi, if yi == ŷi and yi == 1. We then 960

use these weighted values to compute precision, 961

recall and F1. 962

963
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Question: difference between prisoner’s dilemma and tragedy of the commons Role
Many real - life dilemmas involve multiple players . Auxiliary
Although metaphorical , Hardin ’s tragedy of the commons may be viewed as an example of a multi-player
generalization of the PD : Each villager makes a choice for personal gain or restraint . Summary

The collective reward for unanimous ( or even frequent ) defection is very low payoffs ( representing the
destruction of the “ commons ” ) . Summary

A commons dilemma most people can relate to is washing the dishes in a shared house . Example
If not, the parents could just take the house and all the money (provided the person didn’t have a will). Example
By not washing dishes an individual can gain by saving his time , but if that behavior is adopted by every resident
the collective cost is no clean plates for anyone . Example

Question: Why do infants lose their minds when they’re tired instead of just falling asleep?
Answer sentence Role
Think how frustrated you feel when it’s the middle of the night and you’re nervous and can’t get back to sleep. Example
You’re kind of tired, but you can’t shut off the anxious thoughts. Example
Focusing on going to sleep is a skill that has to be learned. Summary
You can *make* any baby go to sleep, but the trick is to have them "choose" to do it. Answer
If they aren’t taught the skill of going to sleep, they won’t know how to do it. Answer

Table 11: Example role annotation (Top: NQ, Bottom: ELI5)

System Answer Summary Auxiliary Example Org Misc
P/R/F1 P/R/F1 P/R/F1 P/R/F1 P/R/F1 P/R/F1

RoBERTa 0.37/0.34/0.35 0.52/0.58/0.54 0.36/0.42/0.38 0.70/0.60/0.64 0.45/0.15/0.18 0.74/0.61/0.67
T5-base 0.41/0.51/0.45 0.60/0.54/0.57 0.60/0.44/0.51 0.61/0.69/0.65 0.19/0.07/0.11 0.77/0.92/0.84
T5-large 0.40/0.51/0.45 0.62/0.61/0.61 0.64/0.47/0.54 0.76/0.62/0.68 0.52/0.26/0.34 0.79/0.89/0.84
Human (pair) 0.51/0.44/0.47 0.65/0.68/0.66 0.51/0.54/0.52 0.66/0.64/0.65 0.56/0.62/0.58 0.75/0.90/0.81
Human (oracle) 0.69/0.73/0.71 0.85/0.80/0.82 0.75/0.76/0.75 0.82/0.80/0.81 0.82/0.78/0.79 0.87/0.91/0.89
RoBERTa 0.40/0.35/0.38 0.55/0.58/0.57 0.37/0.51/0.43 0.72/0.46/0.56 0.06/0.11/0.07 0.72/0.53/0.61
T5-base 0.40/0.51/0.45 0.58/0.54/0.56 0.52/0.43/0.47 0.61/0.58/0.59 0.35/0.56/0.42 0.80/0.70/0.74
T5-large 0.42/0.50/0.46 0.58/0.58/0.58 0.60/0.47/0.52 0.72/0.71/0.71 0.31/0.56/0.35 0.88/0.73/0.80
Human (pair) 0.47/0.48/0.47 0.67/0.68/0.67 0.51/0.58/0.54 0.64/0.68/0.67 0.36/0.39/0.36 0.80/0.74/0.77
Human (oracle) 0.72/0.70/0.71 0.82/0.84/0.83 0.73/0.77/0.75 0.83/0.74/0.77 0.42/0.78/0.54 0.91/0.84/0.87

Table 12: Per role performance on validation (top) and test (bottom) set.

System Acc Match-Any Macro F1

Ans 0.45/0.41 0.61/0.61 0.46/0.45
Ans-q 0.46/0.45 0.66/0.63 0.46/0.45
Context 0.47/0.46 0.65/0.64 0.45/0.42
Context-q 0.47/0.48 0.68/0.66 0.46/0.43

Table 13: Role identification result on validation and test answer sentences, presented as (val result/test result).

System Ans Sum Aux Ex Org Msc

Ans 0.24/0.29 0.51/0.42 0.41/0.39 0.42/0.47 0.36/0.38 0.81/0.76
Ans-q 0.30/0.34 0.52/0.45 0.39/0.39 0.47/0.45 0.29/0.32 0.83/0.77
Context 0.31/0.32 0.56/0.55 0.40/0.42 0.57/0.44 0.20/0.11 0.63/0.69
Context-q 0.35/0.38 0.54/0.57 0.38/0.43 0.64/0.56 0.18/0.07 0.67/0.61

Table 14: Per role F1 score on the validation and test answer sentences, presented as (val result / test result).
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Figure 6: Screenshot of annotation guideline.
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Figure 7: Screenshot of annotation interface for question validity.

Figure 8: Screenshot of annotation interface for sentence-level role, as well as summary sentence selection.
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